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Waste not,
want not

A previously unused space
is now a feature in itself
This pool was unique in the challenges
it presented to Sean Lynch and the team
at Malibu Pools & Landscapes. Due to the
steep slope, this section of the property
was previously unused, wasted space.
To accomplish the engineering feat
of constructing this pool, significant
retaining walls and the pool shell
structure were used to create levels in
the yard. By reclaiming this wasted space,
valuable real estate was regained and
a welcoming recreation area created.
The pool features a modern water
feature with a 1200mm water blade
cascading over an imported porcelain
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printed tile panel. This unique wet-wall design
was created from the client’s brief, partnered
with the structural necessity of a large
retaining wall on the pool shell.
Italian ceramic tiles bring a modern, sharp
look to the pool coping and surrounds and
allow the feature lighting to wash over the
space at night. The LED colour-changing
pool and garden lights are connected to
a remote control, providing the ease of
changing the feature lighting at the owner’s
every whim.
The work previously done on this house
required a pool and landscape design-andbuild package, for which Malibu Pools has
become known. Sean Lynch was able to work
with the client from concept design through
construction to final handover and ensure
every detail was created from the client’s brief.
This project is an example of smart watercatchment systems used throughout to
harvest runoff water and pool overflow into
holding tanks used for landscape irrigation
and pool top-ups. This self-sufficient space
collects its own water and has reclaimed
previously eroded, barren soil areas. The
freshwater sanitation system available on
all Malibu pools reduces chemical use and
allows for the pool run-off and backwashed
water to be reused on the gardens and turf.
“We make creative designs environmentally
smart,” explains managing architect,
Sean Lynch. “My approach to sustainable
environmental property design is unique
and backed up by a construction team with
over 30 years’ experience. We design and
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build a limited number of projects each year
and focus on offering our clients a quality
design and construction experience, from
concept to completion.”
Malibu Pools creates modern designs
that are environmentally sustainable. The
company’s qualified environmental architects
offer an unmatched perspective on the
design of your pool and landscape project.
By integrating the latest environmental
technology into all their designs and
construction techniques, they are leading
the market in sustainable property design
and development.
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Malibu Pools & Landscapes, established
more than 35 years ago, is now
one of the leading pool design and
construction companies in the country
and has won several industry awards.
Sean Lynch has been the managing
architect at the company for more
than five years. His background in
environmental architecture brings

The LED colourchanging pool and
garden lights are
connected to a remote
control, providing the
ease of changing the
feature lighting at the
owner’s every whim.

a unique perspective to design and
construction and offers clients the latest
in green design practices.
Focusing on a limited number of
projects each year, Malibu Pools &
Landscapes offers a complete package
for pool and landscape projects. This
begins with an on-site consultation
with Sean Lynch to discuss the client’s
needs, the environment and the design
brief. A virtual 3D design is then
produced, allowing every project to be
created, modified and swum through
before construction starts.
Malibu Pools & Landscapes uses only
in-house trade staff, guaranteeing a
professional service and lasting quality
of construction. The company services
the southeast Queensland region.
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